First part: 1839-1886

The different establishments “Limonaire Frères”

When examining the history of the “Limonaire Frères,” one finds that this firm has existed twice under this name in the history of musical instruments. The Bottin, a French commercial directory, mentions them from 1839 to 1841 and again from 1887 till 1920. After 1920, the Sociétés succeeding the Limonaire brothers took over a major part of the famous organ builders. So, the fact that the name “Limonaire” eventually denoted their most important product is not surprising: the limonaire is “a type of mechanical organ that functions through a pneumatic system” (Grand Larousse Universel, 1989). It’s a “barrel organ mainly used for music on roundabouts” (Le Grand Robert de la Langue Française, 1991). With the demolition of the factory in 1936, all trace of this famous firm was removed, after almost a hundred years of activity in Paris.

Joseph and Antoine Limonaire

The managers of the Limonaire Frères-workshop mentioned in the Bottin between 1839 and 1841 are Joseph (25 April 1809-1876) and Antoine (22 April 1815-Paris 2 January 1886), the two sons of carpenter Jean Limonaire (1774/5-1847) and his wife Marie Bayle (1773/4-?). One day, the two men left Dax (their birthplace), leaving behind their five sisters: Catherine (1805/6-1878), Marie (1807-1885), Marguerite (?-after 1887), Jeanne (1811-after 1887) and the youngest one, Catherine Josèphe (1821-before 1886), who would join them later on.

But did Joseph and Antoine really leave at the same time? Or did the youngest brother join the elder only later on? Did they leave to learn the trade elsewhere or were they merely looking for a job like so many other people, because of the hard economic situation in the province? What craft did they learn? Did they work in the carpenter’s workshop of their father? We find them back in Paris in 1839, as piano builders (Figure 1). They opened their workshop at the rue Meslay 53 (currently in the 3rd arrondissement).

*This article first appeared in the magazine Musiques Mécaniques Vivantes, journal of the AAIMM (Association des Amis et des Instruments de Musique Mécanique)
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Andrea Stadler

“Limonaire” is without any doubt the most famous name in the field of mechanical music. In 1906 it became (according to “le petit Robert de la langue française,” ed. 1986) a standardized name to be found in French dictionaries, generally as a synonym for a carousel organ. There are several instruments bearing the name Limonaire found in museums or in public or private collections, about which there is technical documentation. On the other hand, we knew almost nothing about “les Frères Limonaire” and the history of the firm, until a German university student, Andrea Stadler, took the time during the preparation of her doctorate, to do extensive research in the archives of the Records Office, commercial and notarial records, and elsewhere. Most of the private documents of the Limonaire family have disappeared. She also had the chance to interview some rare descendants of the family. She has given us the honour to publish in the Carousel Organ, for the first time in English, some parts of the results of her investigation.

Philippe Rouillé

Figure 1. The first piano-building shop of the Limonaire brothers located at 53 rue Meslay, Paris.

The piano was very popular in the 19th century and underwent a lot of innovations, which explains the increase in the number of piano builders in France from 30 to 180 between 1820 and 1847. In the report of the Exposition de l’Industrie française of 1839, the name of the Limonaire brothers is found next to well-known builders, such as Erard, Hertz, Pape, Pleyel and Roller et Blanchet. We learn that “these two artists have worked for a long time in the most important firms of the capi-
tual, more specifically in the one of M. Pape.” Amongst other things, they sell pianos “of the Roller type and pianinos of the Pleyel type at very moderate prices (800 to 1200 FF)” but still “with great elegance.” In 1842, the workshop was no longer called Limonaire frères. A large advertisement informs his clients of the fact that his products can also be exported overseas. We don’t know if Antoine was still working with his brother.

From 1845 till 1848, the clients could choose between the elder Limonaire (rue Meslay, no.53) and the younger one (rue Montorgueil, nos.27 and 29). In 1849, Joseph seems to have left Paris with his wife Eugénie Lacombe (who came from a family of architects well-known in Biarritz) and his daughter Marie Amélie, who was born in 1847 in Paris. Was it his family situation that impelled him to leave? It is possible that the death of his father in August 1847 caused him to return to his mother, so that, as the eldest son, he could take over his father’s workshop in Dax. Or perhaps it was the economic crisis of 1847/48, which struck the instrument factories in Paris very heavily. When on 23 March 1848 the piano builders wrote to the secretary, we only find the signature of the youngest brother (Antoine). It appears among those of 70 craftsmen of whom Pleyel, Pape, Kriegelstein and Erard are the most famous.

Was it the important development of the industrial production between 1850 and 1870 that caused the downfall of small builders? Only those who were financially capable of modernizing their workshop and their management belonged to the 50 builders (of 180 in 1847) who survived the downfall of the number of craftsmen until 1890.

Later on, the piano builder’s workshop of Joseph is found in Bayonne. He will have three daughters and two sons, of whom one, Ferdinand, will continue his profession. This tradition continues through the generation of his great-grandchildren, with Michel, piano builder and Denise, organist and piano teacher in Biarritz.

Antoine Limonaire

Antoine, the eldest brother, remained in Paris (Figure 2). Well organized, very active and inventive, he rented an apartment overlooking an inner courtyard on the third floor of an apartment block in the rue Montorgueil 27/29 (currently 1st arrondissement). His workshop being his house, the available space, hallway, kitchen and two rooms made it possible for the piano tuner7 to house his younger sister Catherine Joséphine, fashion designer, who came from Dax (Figure 3). The piano workman occupied a room on the fifth floor. In December 1847, the young couturière married Laurent Berlon, a blade maker, in Paris. Nine months later, their son Julien Léon was born. The Berlon family returned to Dax at one time since their second son, Julien Raphaël Jean (born in 1862 in Paris) was working in the shop in the city of birth of his mother when he left for military service to Haiphong, dying there of cholera in 1885.

In the meantime, Antoine got acquainted with Jeannette Eugénie Bezet (Nanterre 1820-Paris 1887). Pierre Thomas Bezet (1789-1866), former master locksmith in the building trade and at that time owner of several houses in Neuilly and Paris, and his wife Camille Armantine Boullié signed their marriage contract in January 1849. One month later, the large wedding feast was held in Neuilly. While supporting the young couple financially, the parents-in-law undoubtedly had (indirectly) their share in the success of their son-in-law. In the same year, Antoine Limonaire—now registered as a piano builder—participated in an exposition in Paris, where he received the bronze medal. In the Bottin of 1850, the young inventor presented to his clients his specialty: “invention and perfection, new mechanical system where the notes are repeated regardless of the pressure on the keys: one doesn’t need to lift his fingers; new system of snare attachment, not suffering any influence of loosening or tuning.”

In June 1852, he registered a patent and in July, Mr. and Mrs. Limonaire entered into a lease with the Viscount of Chabrol-Chaméane, moving into a new, larger and more comfortable apartment, comprising a kitchen, a hallway, a living room above the kitchen, a dining room, a room and bureau giving out onto the yard, a drawing room and a sleeping room, overlooking the street and situated on the first floor of the rue Neuve des Petits Champs, no.20 (currently in the 2nd arrondissement). At the entrance of the building, two plates of 50 x 40cm indicated the presence of the piano builder, who transformed the drawing room into a workshop (Figures 4 & 5). In 1853, the couple rented a servant room on the 5th floor of the block.

On 6 November 1853, the young family was enlarged by the birth of Pierre Thomas Antoine Eugène Limonaire (Eugène), who was “joined” by a younger brother on 18 January 1859: Armand Camille Limonaire (Camille). The tech-
Technological inventions by the young Limonaire were convincing enough for the juries of the expositions universelles in 1855, 1867 and 1878 (cf. the picture of his card, left) to reward him with a medal de 1ère classe. The quality of his work earned him the attention of foreign clients, whom he addressed in the Bottin from 1857 onwards. The Bottin of 1870 indicates important changes in the Limonaire firm. The piano section mentions the address rue Neuve-des-Petits-Champs 20, while the organ section—for the first time mentioning the young Limonaire—adds a workshop in the rue St. Sabin 68. The product range now includes pianos and portable barrel organs. The number of workmen must have increased. According to a family legend, it was an Italian street musician who knocked Limonaire’s door asking him to repair his organ that gave Limonaire the idea of constructing organs. Another explanation, totally in line with the commercial spirit of Antoine, is found in the fact that his wife, Eugénie Bezet-Limonaire, refused to organize receptions for artists whose cooperation was necessary to launch a new piano brand, a practice often used by Pleyel, Hertz and others. To expand his business, her husband was looking for a new market and he started to build small barrel organs. From 1881 till 1886, the Limonaire workshop produced not only pianos, but also portable barrel organs as well as orchestral organs for halls and showmen. Antoine follows the example of Gavioli, who, long before him, contacted owners of dance halls and showmen. The new clientele reflected the new habits of a society that has discovered leisure activities: in Paris, there are the halls and fêtes foraines [fairs], which have become, since the middle of the century, real “amusement machines,” organized by professionals who are called industrialists. Between 1879 and 1913, when the population of Paris and its surroundings almost doubled and more and more tourists discovered the city, the income of amusement halls, incorporating a diversity of activities, were doubled. For example, at the Foire du Trône, one finds in 1805 that there were twenty showmen, in 1872 they numbered 1214, and in 1880 there were 2424 of them! The owners of large shows discovered that the best way to attract people was a large organ. They replaced the musicians of parades and orchestras, who in trying to exceed one another became too costly for the organizers because of their ever increasing number of musicians. The Gavioli and Limonaire factories continued their business in a field where they didn’t suffer from the rivalry of other, long-established builders; the market was new, the product was modern and required an innovative spirit of the builder. But when did Eugène and Camille start to work in their father’s factory? Unfortunately, we don’t know, but it was probably in 1881 that the management of the Maison Limonaire changed. Eugène was 27 years old and he occupied himself, later on, with organs while his brother, who was 22 years old in 1881 became the piano specialist. Perhaps the father, aged 66, gradually retired from the business, giving more responsibility to his sons.

Antoine Limonaire died on 2 January 1886, aged 70. The documents regarding his succession reveal that there were commercial contacts with England and Belgium. He owned rental properties and stocks (e.g. of the Panama Canal). When looking at the list of real estate, one can say that we are dealing with a prosperous family who chose furniture in mahogany and curtains in velvet. Porcelain dishes, silver cutlery and the number of red wine bottles in the cellar give the impression of an inviting family and business life. Clothing in silk and wool allows us to conclude that the appearance of Monsieur and Madame Limonaire matched their status of entrepreneur. In their shop, three pianos were waiting for their new owners but the major part of the materials and goods were located at the firm in the rue Saint-Sabin. The workshop of the craftsman, which was a part of the family apartment, was gradually moved to a location separated from the living space. After the death of her husband, Mrs. Limonaire managed and operated the goods and business of the commercial fund owned by Mr. and Mrs. Limonaire. The wife of the craftsman had always actively par-
ticipated in the business of her husband. This changed in the next generation, which was one of industrialists. On 29 January 1886, Mrs. Limonaire and her two sons went to the notary. This action laid the foundation of the “Limonaire Frères et Cie” firm.

Part II (1886-1920) to be continued in the next issue (#27) of the Carousel Organ.

A special thanks to COAA member Björn Isebaert who provided translation of this article, originally published in French; and to Fred Dahlinger who helped with editing.

Andrea Stadler finished her studies of art history and French in 1978 to become a teacher. In 1997 she and her family left Germany to live in France where she studied at the Ecole du Louvre in Paris and received a diploma in museology. Currently she is working on her thesis in fairground art and the history of Limonaire Freres is one part of this thesis.
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17. Shepherd/Birmingham, Chiappa/London, Karel Debos/Gent, Lozange/Liège, Spanaghe/Sint-Niklaas, Leboeuf/Antwerpen, Depre/Mechelen, van Engelen/Lier.
On 22 March 1869, Camille started with piano lessons

Eugène and Camille Limonaire

The archives of the Limonaire family don’t provide more information about the childhood, the teens or the education of the two new managers of the firm. Pierre Thomas Antoine Eugène Limonaire was born on 6 November 1853 in the apartment of his parents at the rue Neuve-des-Petits-Champs. Five years later, his brother, Armand Camille Limonaire, saw the light of day on 18 January 1859. Their parents had them baptized at St. Roch, in the 1st arrondissement, very close to their residence. We don’t know anything about the schools they attended or about the firms that were responsible for their training. The two youths probably learned their trade in the workshop of their father and brought their abilities to perfection in the factories of the best-known manufacturers in Paris, of which some (Klein and Pleyel) were acquainted with their family.

Françoise Mustelier confirmed that when he was young, her grandfather Eugène Limonaire learned to play the piano and that he knew how to tune it. The daughter of Camille Limonaire, Marguerite Flament, emphasized that her father, too, was very musical, a fact that seems to be proven by a small note in the family archives. Camille started with piano lessons on 22 March 1869, at the age of 10. Anyway, when Eugène was 20 years old and left for his military service in Chambéry, where he arrived on 2 November 1873, he was able to read, write and swim (Figure 8). He was a “piano builder,” while Camille, at the moment of his arrival at the infantry regiment on 8 November 1877, aged 18, was a “piano manufacturer.”

We don’t have a single document confirming the start of the two young craftsmen in the workshop of their father. We can only suppose that this happened at the latest between 1881 and 1886, since the advertisements in the Bottin of this period indicate an important change regarding the range of products offered as well as the clientele. The death on 2 January 1886 of Antoine Limonaire, the manager of the établissements Limonaire in the rue des Petits-Champs and the rue St. Sabin, didn’t cause any break in the management. The stock was inventoried on 14 January, and two weeks later, the new company was created.

The archives of the Limonaire family don’t provide more information about the childhood, the teens or the education of the two new managers of the firm...
The area is quite modern and allows the construction of a steam-operated factory and to hire a large number of different craftsmen: “In 1860, Paris is divided in 20 arrondissements (...) integrating the villages adjoining the capital. The town hall of the 12th arrondissement—symbol of this integration—was inaugurated in 1876.” The metamorphosis of this new area took into account the industrial development, which requires the construction “of impressive factories with enormous chimneys producing dark smoke,” which attract workmen living in new apartment blocks. Already before 1870, Napoléon III and the prefect of the Seine, Haussmann, had taken the initiative for and began these realizations, but also with a controlled “exploitation” of the Vincennes forest, “in order to give to the working class people of the eastern districts of Paris the same advantages as in the rich, western districts.” Within this pleasing framework, the arrondissement also allowed the managers to reside close to their factories.

The transport of products to the provinces or abroad was assured by railroad and by boat. The railroad station of Lyon was inaugurated in 1847, not so far from the place de la Bastille, “a crossroads of traffic and near the banks of the Seine, which allows to multiply the commercial exchanges between the river and the railroad.” Since the 1860’s, a second line connected la Bastille to the “bucolic charms of the eastern suburbs”: the Viaduc des Arts and the Promenade Plantée are the remaining witnesses, since this line was closed in 1969. The station of Reuilly, opened in 1877 and transferred in 1899 to its current location, is almost facing the building chosen by Messrs. Limonaire.

On 1 March 1886, Eugène and Camille Limonaire entered into a lease with Eugène-Victor Lacroix, owner of the avenue Daumesnil 166. They immediately started the necessary work which allowed them to install a steam engine in 1890.

The seat of their company was transferred to the avenue Daumesnil on 1 January 1887. When their mother Jeannette Eugénie Bezet-Limonaire died on 12 February in the same year, the two bachelors left the rue des Petits-Champs and moved several times, each time choosing apartments that were located near their factory (Figure 9).

Family life

On 7 September 1887, Camille Limonaire and Angèle Valentino Grignon (1865-1947), the daughter of a pharmacist in the rue Duphot, signed their marriage contract. Their daughter Antoinette Marguerite was born in 1889 and their son Edouard Ernest in 1891.

The marriage of Eugène with Irma Antoinette Brunet (1865-1951), the daughter of the business manager of the wood-worker's company in the rue Vaugirard, took place on 4 February 1891 (Figure 10) in the church of Notre-Dame-des-Champs in the boulevard Montparnasse. At the Bon Marché store, Mrs. Brunet bought the fabric that she had transformed into dresses by a specialist in the rue du Cherche-Midi. The Grand Hôtel Termonus, next to the Gare St.Lazare, served the meals to the 51 guests. Their honeymoon took the newly-married couple to Menton, where they stayed in the Hôtel des Anglais for 8 days. Their only daughter, Madeleine Eugénie Henriette, was born on 11 December 1891.
The Company

The company grew. The Limonaires brothers, manufacturers of pianos and organs, took part in national, international and world expositions from 1888 onward (Figure 11). These included: London (1888); Paris (1889 and 1900); Chicago (1893); Lyon (1894); Amsterdam (1895); Brussels (1897 to 1910); St. Louis (1904); Liège (1905); and Milan (1906). Almost all of these cities awarded them gold medals (Figure 12). At the international world exposition in Brussels in 1910, the Limonaire firm is hors concours, since it is a member of the jury. It had offices abroad and in France and branch factories.

Between 1895 and 1916, Limonaire brothers and company patented twelve inventions and one brand name, the Orchestrophone, from 1897. The clients aimed at by this company, ranged from street musicians to castle lords, thereby including showmen, dance hall owners and private people. There was a varied range of organs offered: portable organs, organs for showmen, orchestral organs, orchestrions and later on Orchestrophones. In the piano section of the Bottin, one could find a classic Limonaire piano until 1893. Starting in (Figure 13) 1894 the barrel piano makes an appearance in an advertisement in the organ section, and Limonaire no longer advertised under pianos.

At the moment when the classic piano was no longer part of the product range of the company, a new product took its place. “Merry-go-round,” a section present in the Bottin since 1889, mentions Limonaire brothers for the first time in 1894: “Various attractions for showmen, merry-go-rounds, various accessories in carved and decorated wood, carousels, boats, animals, carriages for carousels and switchbacks, lambrequins, façades for fairground shows, shooting galleries, museums, panoramas.” It is quite probable that not all of these products were made by the Limonaire factory itself. They were an answer to the German and English competition, which had been active in the French market for some years. In several cases, Limonaire brothers entered into partnership with other firms, for example, in 1897 with Théronde, a manufacturer of shooting galleries.

Is it purely accidental that the Lebon firm, which offered swings, advertised in the Bottin for the last time in 1899, while Limonaire sold swings for the first time in 1900? The well-known velocipede carousel, for which the licence would have been bought from the English manufacturer Savage, only appears in their advertisements dating from 1899 and later. The expansion of the company required the rent of a second production plant in 1903, the terrain in the rue Claude Decaen 179, which the Limonaire brothers bought in 1908.

In 1907, the journalist Jacques Boyer visited the Limonaire workshops. He describes the operation of the orchestrophone as well as the various stages of its construction. “More than one hundred specialists” have to cooperate in the Limonaire factory: “skilled musicians, tuners, carpenters, furniture makers, leather-workers, benchmen, wood and metal turners, and moreover woodcarvers, gilders and decorators.” Each instrument was the result of the work of at least 24 craftsmen. In contrast with the articles written by Boyer, the text in La Ville Lumière mentions that in the Limonaire workshops, “they manufacture merry-go-rounds, velocipede carousels, swings and all other fairground attractions.”

Not a single photo illustrated this statement, but a private collection preserves a picture, an illustration, which might date from 1897, showing merry-go-rounds and musical instruments in the same workshop. Unfortunately, we haven’t been able to identify either
Eugène or Camille Limonaire in the company photos. Françoise Mustelier remembered that visitors recognized her grandfather immediately as the manager, despite the fact that he was wearing a white dustcoat and that he was rather small (1.66m). On 4 January 1908, Eugène (Figure 14) and Camille Limonaire again signed a notarial deed for twenty years, starting on 1 January 1908.

Figures 15 & 16.

The company with the collective name “Limonaire Brs. (with a single N)” has the intention to manufacture and sell organs and pianos, mechanical or other, as well as music for these instruments. It will also—but only as a minor sideline—manufacture and sell fairground equipment.” The subscribed capital was determined at 500.000F (in 1886: 80.000F!).

Figures 15 & 16.

The year 1912 was marked by an important event in the history of mechanical music instruments. The Gavioli firm shut down permanently. The Public Corporation of the former company Gavioli and Cy.” went into liquidation and was sold to its competitor Limonaire brothers on 10 December 1912 for the price of 8.000F.51

In 1913, the Limonaire brothers established, together with Paul.-E. Thouvenot, the “French Public Corporation of Pneumatic Pianos” with a starting capital of 220.000F and the seat in Paris, in the rue de Rome 47.52 400 of the 800 shares were sold at the Parisian Stock Exchange. Here we entered a new era; the former family complexes and the companies with collective name, often linked to a single founder or his successors, were gradually transformed into a public corporation connected with the stock exchange. However, the Limonaire brothers, cautious as they were, didn’t venture on such an experiment with their own firm.

The industrialization with its new possibilities and requirements enhanced its productive capacity, and combined under one roof various professions with their own tools and traditional or modern machinery, which facilitated extending the product range and starting a trade with new markets, both national and international. There was an exchange of knowledge, staff and materials between traditional and modern domains (the manufacture of church organs and barrel organs), between colleagues and competitors and between different countries. The managers of the Limonaire firm were real industrialists of whom the efforts, they live for their company met with success.

The decline

The Great War marked a first break in the history of Limonaire brothers and company. The mobilization caused the departure of the workmen. The showmen almost entirely put their activities on hold, their merry-go-rounds were used as base material in the weapon industry, and the trade with foreign countries was suspended. Industry based on amusement lost its raison d’être [purpose or reason for being—Ed]. We don’t know exactly what the Limonaire brothers produced during the war. The machinery and tools, as well as the craftsmen, were fated to contribute to the victory, by manufacturing airplane components for the army at latest from 1917 onward.54

The history of the Régy Company illustrates the narrow connection between these two branches of the wood and metal business. After having produced cylinder moulds forfoundries until 1909, Edmond and Alfred Régy manufactured propellers and airplane parts in Paris. In 1916, they were the managers of a large factory employing 600 workmen. In 1919, they transformed their manufacturing and started making moulds for foundries, furniture, pianos and especially automatic pianos.55

After the war, Eugène (aged 66) and Camille (aged 60) were tired. On 22 September 1921, they founded the “Company
for the Manufacture of Pneumatic Instruments, the future Public Company of the Former Limonaire Company,” together with Lucien Moreau, a publisher, and René Savoye, a mechanical music specialist. Camille died on 27 December 1920 in his residence in the avenue St. Mandé 30 (Figure 17). On 20 and 21 April 1920, Eugène Limonaire, Angèle Limonaire (Camille’s widow) and Marguerite Limonaire (his daughter) met at the notary’s office to certify the dissolution of the company “‘Limonaire brs.’” with retroactive effect from 1 January 1921.” It was the surviving partner who had to occupy himself with the dissolution.\(^5\) After the marriage of Marguerite Limonaire on 8 June 1921, the son-in-law of Camille, Victor Flament, occupied himself with the affairs of both heirs. Victor also supported Eugène Limonaire in the 1920s when it came down to the liquidation of the companies succeeding Limonaire brothers.

Once retired, Eugène enjoyed his pottering, his car and his family (Figure 18).\(^6\) His daughter Madeleine was married in September 1919, but her husband Pierre, an engineer who had often worked abroad, especially in Belgrade, died in 1922 at the age of 31. With her young daughter Françoise, Madeleine stayed in the apartment of her parents in the avenue du Général-Bizot 109 in Paris. Until then, the family passed their summer in Anglet, near their cousins in Bayonne and Biarritz. After the sale of the business, the family bought a house in Vallauris at the Côte d’Azur and permanently left the apartment in Paris in the 1930s, to start a life in St. Maur des Fossés in the suburbs. On 23 December 1942, after 8 days of illness, Eugène Limonaire passed away at the age of 89 in his house in Anglet in the presence of his wife, daughter and granddaughter. He now rests at the Montparnasse cemetery in Paris, right near Aristide Cavaillé-Coll, the great organ builder (Figure 19).

Eugène Limonaire, Angèle Limonaire (Camille’s widow) and Marguerite Limonaire (his daughter) met at the notary’s office to certify the dissolution of the company “‘Limonaire brs.’” with retroactive effect from 1 January 1921.” It was the surviving partner who had to occupy himself with the dissolution.\(^5\) After the marriage of Marguerite Limonaire on 8 June 1921, the son-in-law of Camille, Victor Flament, occupied himself with the affairs of both heirs. Victor also supported Eugène Limonaire in the 1920s when it came down to the liquidation of the companies succeeding Limonaire brothers.

Once retired, Eugène Limonaire enjoyed his pottering, his car and his family (Figure 18).\(^6\) His daughter Madeleine was married in September 1919, but her husband Pierre, an engineer who had often worked abroad, especially in Belgrade, died in 1922 at the age of 31. With her young daughter Françoise, Madeleine stayed in the apartment of her parents in the avenue du Général-Bizot 109 in Paris. Until then, the family passed their summer in Anglet, near their cousins in Bayonne and Biarritz. After the sale of the business, the family bought a house in Vallauris at the Côte d’Azur and permanently left the apartment in Paris in the 1930s, to start a life in St. Maur des Fossés in the suburbs. On 23 December 1942, after 8 days of illness, Eugène Limonaire passed away at the age of 89 in his house in Anglet in the presence of his wife, daughter and granddaughter. He now rests at the Montparnasse cemetery in Paris, right near Aristide Cavaillé-Coll, the great organ builder (Figure 19).

Figure 17. Av. de St.Mandé 30 (Paris), the last residence of Camille Limonaire where he died on 27 December 1920.

Figure 18. av. du Gal Bizot 109 (Paris), where Eugène and his descendants lived.

Figure 19. The Brunet-Limonaire family’s tombstone in the Montparnasse cemetery in Paris.

Figure 20. Mrs. Mustelier, granddaughter of Eugène, with Andrea Stadler, the author of these articles and photos (unless otherwise noted), in November 2004.

19. “P.” stands for Pierre Thomas Antoine Eugène Limonaire (1853-1942), and “A.” for Armand Camille Jean Limonaire (1859-1920).
20. Perhaps they went to the Ecole Turgot, as Françoise Mustelier supposes (?).
21. Interview with Françoise Mustelier, granddaughter of Eugène, in 2004. The proof: the piano in the home of Eugène’s family was the result of a cooperation between Limonaire (for the case) and Pleyel (for the mechanism).
23. Interview with Françoise Mustelier, 2004. The note was probably written by Irma Brunet, the wife of Eugène, or by Eugénie Bezet-Limonaire, the mother of Camille and Eugène.
24. He returns to Paris on 1 November 1874.
25. As for Eugène and Camille, they attained education level 3, i.e.: be able to read, write and count. The certificate of primary education gave right to a “level 4,” the baccalaureate to a level 5 (GAS), education level 3, i.e.: be able to read, crank, cardboard or barrel (Bottin, 1903).
26. Having left the army in November 1878, he returns to it for short exercise periods in 1883 (one month), 1885 (one month) and 1888 (fifteen days), before being released from military service on 30 October 1902 (Archives of Paris).
27. Caran, Minutier central des Notaires.
28. Reference of the following quotes to:
29. By decree in 1891 (website of the Ecole Bottin, 1890. Documents in the land register mention a 1891.
30. The station of Lyon as we know it today dates from 1900.
32. The Limonaire brothers were the owners of the structures, while Mr. Lacroix leased the terrain.
33. Bottin, 1890. Documents in the land register mention these.
34. The son died at a young age (interview with Françoise Mustelier, 2004). The birth certificate mentions as a witness Victor Anciaume, aged 35, organ builder.
35. Françoise Mustelier mentioned that the contract between the two youngsters might have been drawn up by Mr. Grignon, the father-in-law of Eugène, and Mr. Brunet, Irma’s father, who knew one another.
36. In 1895, Camille is domiciled in Brussels, rue Plantin 26; this is the address of the branch in Brussels.
There was a branch in the avenue Felix-Fauré 17 in Lyon since 1907, where Parisian workmen were employed (L’Avenir Forain, 1/1/1907).
38. The organ playing by cardboard was patented by Gavioli in 1894 and by Limonaire brothers in 1895 (INPI). Therefore, these organs appeared in the Bottin from 1895 onward marketed by Gavioli, and from 1896 by Limonaire. The two patents from 1914 and 1916 were issued by P.-E.Thouvenot and the Société Anonyme des Pianos Pneumatiques Français (INPI).
39. In 1903, Limonaire brothers reappear in the piano section with pianos operate by cardboard, cardboard or barrel (Bottin, 1903).
40. Should we conclude that one of the Limonaire brothers changed his specialty? Several authors try to determine the branches with which each brother occupied himself. In 1895, Camille gives notice of his address in Brussels. Was he responsible for the pianos, and was his departure the cause of the disappearance of the Limonaire pianos in the Bottin? Did he keep himself busy thereafter with merry-go-rounds and the showmen product range, for which he searched manufacturers in Belgium and Germany? Or did he simply prepare their attendance at the international exposition in Brussels in 1897?
41. The blue book of the Ateliers De Vos in Gand mentions the delivery of organ statues to the Limonaire firm from 1880 onward. Later on, De Vos specialized in the sculpture of façades and fairground figures, exported to France, the Netherlands, Germany and Austria. The son of Alexandre Devos, Henri, arrived in 1923 in Angers in the Bayol firm (carousels) and started for himself in the same place in 1925 (Marchal, Fabienne et François), L’Art forain, Paris, 2002, p.120). It is quite probable that these French-Belgian contacts played an important role for the sale of products to the Limonaire brothers.
42. The manufacturer Fritz Bothmann from Gotha, Germany (carousels) advertised in the Voyageur Forain since 1887.
43. An example of this commercial battle: Adolph Philipp, agent of German manufacturers, offered spangles since 1892, and Limonaire sold these from 1896 onward.
44. Voyageur Forain, n° 388, January 1897.
45. Bottin, 1900.
46. This is the date we have found in the land register.
47. This was the name used by the Limonaire family and their employees to distinguish this spot from the warehouse and the workshops in the avenue Daumesnil (Interview with Françoise Mustelier, 2004).
52. This company, owner of the trademarks Monola, Monognita and Monotist, was taken over in 1922 by the Public Corporation of the Former Limonaire Company (deed of sale of 1930).
54. From time to time, neither the clients nor the employees were easy to deal with. In the archives of the prefecture in the Registers of the 46th Police Office of the Picpus quarter (1897-1913), we found documents illustrating the theft of tools and money, and outstanding invoices. The relations with competitors seems to have caused various legal actions (L’information, 18/10/1905, Camt Roubaix, Het Pierement, 1998).

Reference Notes . . .
54. The monthly production of airplanes increases from 50 in August 1914 to 2912 in August 1918 (Christienne (Charles)/Lissarrague (Pierre), Histoire de l'Aviation Militaire Française, Paris, 1980, p.175).


58. Statutes of the Company in the CAMT in Roubaix.


60. F. Mustelier remembers that her grandfather always had a second motor in his car in case of car-trouble.

61. Irma Brunel-Limonaire, Madeleine’s mother, and Pierre Mustelier’s mother were school friends (interview with Françoise Mustelier, 2004).

Andrea Stadler is currently working on her Masters Degree in fairground art and the history of Limonaire Frères is one part of her thesis.

Color Advertising Available

Full color page advertising is now available in the Carousel Organ at the following rates (per issue):

One-page ads: $195.00
Half-page ads: $125.00

Contact Herb Brabandt for more information at johebra3@aol.com.

Jäger und Brommer

Building the very best street organs from 20-note, 20/26-note up to 31and 45-note. Organs built with pride in Waldkirch, Germany. Waldkirch (Black Forest) is the heart of mechanical musical instrument building in the world.

2006 is the the 200th year of the first street organ built by Ignaz Bruder; and is the year of the 1806-2006 Ignaz Bruder Festival. Come visit us and taste the flavor of quality organ building.

Let the Master Workshop builders, Heinz Jäger and Wolfgang Brommer, build a special organ for you. Contact our U.S. representative, Ron Bopp (bopp@peoplepc.com), for more details, photographs and pricing. You will not be disappointed.

For more information regarding Jäger und Brommer Street Organs: (http://www.jaegerbrommer.de)

Ron Bopp
25241 S. 630 Rd.
Grove, OK 74344
918-786-4988 or (fax) 918-786-8049
bopp@peoplepc.com

or

Jäger & Brommer (Waldkircher Orgelbau)
Gewerbekanal 3
D-79183 Waldkirch
011-49-7681/3927
info@waldkircher-orgelbau.de

40-note Player Accordion

- Georgeous button accordion with 460 tunes—all made in Germany by a professional accordion player.
- Any number of accordions will play together remotely with a built-in “send and receive.”
- You may plug into a keyboard or other MIDI instrument and play it with the accordion and receive bass and other accompaniment.
- New tunes will be posted on our website (birdmusic.org). You can add your own music.

$5,900 (shipping included—continental U.S.)

Galen Bird
3300 Robinson Pike, Grandview, MO 64030
816-392-6444 ogmbird@hotmail.com
Limonaire Brothers, Waldkirch: in search of new markets

In 1902, Limonaire Brothers advertised in Der Komet, the German journal for showmen. Was this a reaction to the international activities of Gavioli? Was this the response to the attempts of German organ builders to establish themselves in the French market? The largest center of organ building in Germany was Waldkirch, in the Black Forest, where the Bruder family was the most important and famous family of mechanical organ builders. It was by inheritance that Richard Bruder (1862-1912) entered into the business of the Gebrüder Bruder, or Bruder Brothers firm. After Richard’s nephews managed to remove him from the firm in 1895, he was looking for new employment and for vengeance. He bought the “Zum Rebstock” inn (Figure 21) and shortly afterwards he could be found on fairgrounds with his organ and swings to propose sales to his future clients, the showmen. In 1896, he rented the large room of his inn to Gavioli of Paris and became the manager of this branch. The Bruder establishments were then facing international competitors, entering the field that they believed they dominated. Today, we know that this confrontation was very creative by generating changes and positive results on both sides. The reaction of the Bruder Brothers followed soon in 1897; a large advertisement appeared in the January issue of L’Industriel Forain. Unfortunately, this publicity was not enough to convince the French clients and after some weeks, the German firm disappeared from the advertisement section of the French journal.

But another organ building firm observed with interest the commercial activities of Gavioli and Bruder, in both France and Germany. In Der Komet of 1902, German showmen could choose between Bruder Brothers or Gavioli of Waldkirch and the Limonaire Brothers of Paris. Due to a lack of success on the German market, the Limonaire Brothers didn’t renew their publicity campaign. It is only from 1908 onwards that German showmen could find this name regularly in Der Komet, because the branch of Gavioli in Waldkirch was acquired by Limonaire Brothers (Figure 22) under the management of Richard Bruder. Why is it that the Gavioli firm left the location? On 1st June 1905, the firm was transformed into a public company, “Public Corporation of the former company Gavioli and Cy.” with a capital of 1,100,000 F which was raised to 1,400,000 F in 1906. A large part of the shares could be obtained at the stock exchange. The financial press, very much aware of the momentary success of a product that depends on a trend, stressed above all exports as a means to improve the profitability. They planned the creation of branches abroad and especially in Belgium in order to be able to supply the American market in better circumstances than the Parisian establishments. Unfortunately, the year of 1907 proved to be disastrous for the company. The economical and financial crisis in the USA had a negative influence on the firm. The contract with the manager leading the branch in Waldkirch ended on 31 December 1907 and Mr. Gavioli resigned. Already in 1909, there was a question of a reduction of the nominal capital, which was realized in 1911 (280,000F), but liquidation (1912) was inevitable. The Limonaire Brothers and Company then bought all of the remains of the Gavioli firm. On the one hand, the Gavioli firm was no longer able to keep its German branch open in 1908, but on the other hand, the German manager had an important inter-
est in signing a contract with a more dependable company. The firm of the Limonaire Brothers was inscribed in the trade register in Waldkirch on 1 January 1908. Business was going well and a new factory was built on the land on which Richard Bruder’s house was located (Figure 23).

Bruder died in 1912. His widow and his son Alfred (1889-1937) sold part of their real estate to the Limonaire Brothers and it was Eugène Limonaire who traveled from Paris to sign the necessary papers in September 1912. In 1914, he asked the municipal Council for a tax reduction because he feared that the parent company would break with its branch and transform it into a simple agency like the ones in Berlin, Dresden, Düsseldorf and Lübeck, which would result in the unemployment of the 12 workmen.

The Great War resolved the problem. In 1916, the Secretary of the Interior decided to replace the manager, and in 1917, the Germans enforced the liquidation of French properties. The expropriated properties were then bought during the auction by the widow of Richard Bruder. After the war, in 1921, Germany returned the property to Limonaire, who never used their former branch again because Eugène Limonaire had retired from business and his brother Camille died in 1920. On 23 May 1924, the name of the Limonaire Brothers was crossed out in the trade register in Waldkirch, and in 1926, Alfred Bruder repurchased the property, on which his parental home was located, from the Limonaire brothers. He continued to build instruments there until 1937. During the sale, Eugène was represented by Victor Flamant, the son in law of Camille Limonaire. It was in this way that international cooperation was ended.
The successors of Limonaire Brothers., Paris

We don't know the exact date on which Eugène decided to stop his professional activities. It is not known when he sold the shares that connected him with the “Company for the Manufacture of Pneumatic Instruments (Former LIMONAIRE BRS. Company).” It was created by Eugène Limonaire and his brother Camille (who died in December 1920). They probably wanted to assure the continuation of their family company, from which they also wanted to retire for reasons of age and health. Established in 1920 by the Limonaire brothers, with Lucien Moreau and René Savoye, this company with a capital of 3,000,000 F had its main office in Paris, avenue de l’Opéra 5. It unites the Limonaire Brothers Company (which owned the Gavioli brand name) and the firm of the so-called Cantola of which Savoye was the inventor while Moreau occupied himself with the manufacture and sales. “Each of the Messrs. Limonaire will have been entitled to the function of manager of the section “Instruments, Music and Fairground Articles” (...) These functions will have a duration of two years (...) Mr. René SAVOYE has been appointed by statute as technical and artistic director of the Company for a duration of fifteen years (...).” 68% of the shares were to be sold at the stock exchange. 16% were to be held by the Limonaire Brothers.

For some time, the company did good business. In 1926, the capital is raised to 3,140,000 F, and the company seat was transferred to the avenue Daumesnil 166. (Figure 27).

The managers succeeding the Limonaire Brothers between 1920 and 1926 were Charles Albert Demouts and afterwards, Louis Moutier. The commercial and financial strength facilitated the takeover of several competing firms that went bankrupt:

- 1921 Magnan Frères, Nogent le Rotrou (Eure-et-Loir—the firm continued to manufacture products),
- 1922 Lemoine et Dryvers, Lille (firm closed),
- 1922 Public Corporation of French pneumatic pianos, Thouvenot and Limonaire Bros., Paris (firm closed),

The former Limonaire Brothers Company also suffered from the general economic crisis and from the decline of the mechanical organ industry. New forms of recreation and sports, as well as new inventions such as the gramophone, “talkies” and later the radio became real threats. The Bottin of 1925 doesn’t mention Limonaire any longer in the “merry-go-rounds” section, although one could still purchase fairground articles from the firm. Under “automatic pianos” from 1924, the Crédit Industriel and Automobile presented the “purchase on deferred payments of all models of automatic pianos manufactured by the Limonaire Brothers.” Therefore, we can conclude that the demand for merry-go-rounds was down while the automatic piano has to be “launched” by all possible means.

To find new clients among the people of small means, a financial firm occupied itself with the sales in order to free the manufacturer of the economical risks. In 1928, the nominal capital was reduced to 1,000,000 F and on 17 May 1929, the liquidation was official. Victor Flament, son-in-law of Camille Limonaire, and Paul Paillard acted as liquidators. But this wasn’t the end of Limonaire. The company was sold on 15 June 1930 to the “Consortium Général de l’Industrie Foraine” which placed advertisements in the Bottin of 1930 and 1935 under the name of “New Limonaire Brothers Company.” Among the founders of this company, which was established on 20 June 1930, are found some persons who had already been responsible for the society during its liquidation. Their jobs were company managers or lawyers. Times changed, the people managing the company were no longer craft or industry specialists but...
administration specialists. For the owners of the firm, the expertise of the financial market replaced the knowledge of the product fabrication, and the product range has become so varied that one cannot talk of a specialised company anymore.77

The nominal capital was established at 100,000 F and divided in a thousand parts belonging to seven associates. There were no shares for public sale. The company seat was found in the rue Claude-Decaen 79bis in Paris (Figure 28).

It must have been this company which bought Gaudin and Company, successor of Ch. Marenghi and Company, after the liquidation of that firm in 1932. Therefore, in the Bottin of 1932 the following is found:

ORCHESTRAL ORGANS
New company
LIMONAIRE BRs.
successor of
Limonaire Brs.
Gavioli and Cy.
Marenghi, Gaudin & Cy.
Gasparini
A. Lemoine
instruments played by perforated cardboard or paper
rue Claude-Decaen 79bis (12th arrondissement)

The real estate in the rue Claude-Decaen, owned by the Limonaire family, was already partly sold to piano manufacturer, Joseph Jules, in 1926. In 1930 and 1931, exactly during the inflation, the Office Public of the City of Paris80 bought the rue Claude-Decaen 79 and several adjoining properties to build houses. The Avenir Forain of January 1932 published the following advertisement: “Organs—Limonaire Brs. Company. (Management change) before stock-taking and removal for reasons of expropriation by the city of Paris. At this very moment: sale of all models of new and second-hand organs—Exceptionally with a discount of 15%—Perforated cardboard for all types of organs—All kinds of fairground material. Merry-go-rounds. Attractions. Rue Claude Decaen 79bis 79"

As it seems, the Poirot Brothers company in Mirecourt (Vosges) took over all what remained of the Limonaire Brothers as a settlement of debts.80

The buildings in the avenue Daumesnil were demolished in 1936 (Figure 30). Two years later, the Lacroix brothers sold the property to a firm producing filters used for wine purification. Today, not a single trace reminds us of the production locations of the Limonaire Brs. companies. Each attempt to bring back the memories of this company (street name, a small plate at the avenue Daumesnil 166) has subsequently failed. All that remains are the rare examples of organs and merry-go-rounds and the family name which is to be found in French dictionaries: “a Limonaire is a barrel organ mainly used for carousel music.”

Figure 29. A Limonaire advertisement for a mechanical piano in a worldly situation.

Photo: Aressy, Perforons la Musique

Figure 30. Avenue Daumesnil 166, Paris—the location of the former Limonaire Freres piano and organ company.

Author’s Note: I would like to thank everyone who has supported my research, particularly Françoise Mustelier, Denise Limonaire, Wolfgang Brommer, Florian Dering, Jan van Dinteren, Dr. Evelyn Flögel, Zeev Gourarier, Hervé Lefèbvre, Fabienne and François Marchal, Jos Roelandt and Philippe Rouillé.

Part I and II of Limonaire Freres were printed previously in issues #26 and #27 of the Carousel Organ. This article first appeared in Musiques Mecaniques Vivantes, journal of the AAIMM, and we wish to thank them for allowing the Carousel Organ to reprint it.
Demouts, Jean Ginier, Claude Gayet, Eugène Limonaire, Camille Limonaire (who dies a few months after the establishment of the company in December 1920), Eugène Fournier, Henri Heidsieck/Reims, Claude Thévenet/Château Chinon, César-Lévi/Strasbourg (the last three names have been added later, probably in 1926).

72. Deed of sale in the Consortium Général de l'Industrie Foraine of 1930 and liquidation registries in the Parisian Archives.

73. Eugène Limonaire was one of the co-liquidators.

74. Serious incidents may also have attributed to the decline. Marcel Bartier, who probably worked as a music arranger for Limonaire until 1923—“the year of the fire in the factory”—mentions such an incident (MEIJER (Tom), “Muziek uit België” (1), in: Het Pierement, vol.47, no.1, January 2000, p.18).

75. The manufacturers of automatic pianos fill two pages in the Bottin with their large, competing advertisements. So, these instruments are still quite popular then.


77. Company statutes of 20 June 1930 (Archives de l’Enregistrement in Aubervilliers): “The aim of the Company is the management in any form—even by caretaking and representation—the acquisition, sale and creation of all enterprises manufacturing any kind of musical instrument—pneumatic, mechanical, electrical or other—and of any other material which could be used by showmen or in amusement parks.

The management—direct or indirect—of any patent, trademark, model or construction process of devices used for the reproduction or transmission of sounds or images, such as: gramophones, records, film equipment, silent or talking movies, loudspeakers, record-players, amplifiers, radios, etc.

The trade and manufacture of all accessories connected with the objects mentioned above;

The management of all factories where games, toys, trinkets, furniture and bodywork are made, as well as the management of all workshops dealing with the manufacture of furniture, carpentry, wooden or metal trusses, mechanisms, electrical apparatus, etc.”

78. In 1914, the City of Paris creates the Office Public for cheap housing (OPHBM). In 1932, the superior Committee for the general arrangement and organization of the Parisian region entrusts Henri Prost with the drawing up of the Plan of the arrangement director (documentation of the Pavillion de l’Arsenal, Paris, 04/06/2004).

79. We sincerely thank Fabienne and François Marchal for providing us with this untraceable text in the National Library.

80. MARCHAL (Fabienne and François), L’Art forain, Paris, 2002, p.132. All what remains of the Limonaire company archives is now located in the Musée de la Musique Mécanique in Les Gets.

Reference Notes . . .

In describing the history of PTC #31, Fred states that the carousel “... was parted out at [Bud Hurlbut’s] 1990 auction. The frame was eventually bought by Seabreeze Park, Rochester, New York, as part of their overall effort to fabricate a replacement for their destroyed PTC carousel, but it was never put into service.”

The Philadelphia Toboggan Company carousel, PTC #36, that was for decades the centerpiece of Seabreeze Amusement Park, burned down on March 31, 1994, along with the park’s Wurlitzer 165 band organ, serial no. 3349. The loss was total and included 100 or so music rolls, some of which were original green paper rolls. Luckily no music was lost, because the park had allowed Ray Siou and Play-Rite to make copies of those rolls that were unique to Seabreeze.

In June of 1996 the new Seabreeze carousel, based on PTC #31, was unveiled. Many of the structural elements of that machine—sweeps, spreaders, platform supports, sisters gear, cranks and associated gears—are from PTC #31. Of course the horses of PTC #31 had been auctioned off at the Hurlbut auction, so Seabreeze had to replace them. Four of the horses riding on the new carousel are from PTC #36, having escaped the fire because they were off the ride and in the shop. Two small horses next to the two chariots are ones carved many years ago by George Long, the patriarch of Seabreeze. The other 40 horses were all newly hand-carved for Seabreeze by California carver Ed Roth, a mammoth job that took Ed, his father, and his wife just over a year.

New platform and new rounding boards were made at the park. Only a few sections of rounding board came with the frame of PTC #31. The general appearance of the new carousel’s rounding boards is reminiscent of PTC #36, but the park did incorporate one design element taken from PTC #31: the rounding boards tilt slightly outward, rather than standing in a perfectly vertical plane. It was decided not to use the wooden center pole of PTC #31, opting instead for an all-steel support system.